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Overview
• What is open access?
• Dramatic growth
– Open access journals
– Open access archives
• Policy
• Other open movements
What is open access?
• Literature that is digital, online, free of
charge, and free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions (Suber, Overview)
• Focus:  peer-reviewed journal
• Two approaches:  journals and archives
• Gratis (free to read) / Libre (free to
reuse)
Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ)  http://www.doaj.org




The access advantage for the
OA journal
• No library can afford to subscribe to every
journals
• Every library or every individual with an
internet connection can read an open access
journal
• No barriers or delay.  Even asking for
registration or to enter a username and
password can discourage the curious!
• Research is needed
NOT open access..
…or, open access!



Libre open access & creative commons
Open Access Archives










Policy
• ROARMAP:  77 policies total, 14
proposed
– 36 Funding agencies
• 41 institutional / departmental
U.S. National Institutes of
Health Public Access Policy
• Public access required within 12
months of publication
• 2004; requirement 2008
• Compliance monitored & enforced
• Lobbying efforts - Conyers bill
• Funding prior to publishing
• FRPAA 2006
Other health funder mandates
• Wellcome Trust - open access within 6
months of publication
• Canadian Institutes of Health Research
- open access & open data within 6
months
• U.K. Medical Research Council, Italy,
many others
Other funder mandates
• U.K. - all 7 research councils
• European Research Council
• Brazil – Government, Public Higher Education &
Research Institutes
• Principality of Asturias
• Canada - National Research Council, Social
Sciences & Humanities, Natural Sciences &
Engineering
Open access funder
mandates - rationale
• Taxpayer access
• Speed research
• Return on public investment
• Show value for funding $
Institutional mandates
• CERN
• Harvard Faculty of Arts & Sciences,
Law School, School of Government
• MIT
• European University Association
Institutional mandates -
rationale
• Scholarship is for sharing
• Public service mandate of the academy and
many scholars
• Taxpayer / donor access
• Return on public investment
• Show the value of the university, of
scholarship
• Google scholar has close to 10,000 items for
University of Puerto Rico - Mayagüez
MIT Faculty Open Access Policy
    “Each Faculty member grants to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology nonexclusive permission to
make available his or her scholarly articles and to
exercise the copyright in those articles for the
purpose of open dissemination. In legal terms, each
Faculty member grants to MIT a nonexclusive,
irrevocable, paid-up, worldwide license to exercise
any and all rights under copyright relating to each of
his or her scholarly articles, in any medium, provided
that the articles are not sold for a profit, and to
authorize others to do the same…The Provost or
Provost's designate will waive application of the
policy for a particular article upon written notification
by the author, who informs MIT of the reason”.
Elements of good policy
• OA is required not just requested
• Self-archiving / author’s final manuscript
not publisher’s PDF
• Maximum embargo 6 months
• Immediate deposit / delayed release
• Monitoring & compliance
• Support for transition to open access
Conclusions
• Open access growing rapidly in every
dimension:  journals, archives, policy
• Action is advised!
• Join the OA movement
– Open Access Directory
– Open Access Tracking Project
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